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The answer here is simple.

The moment one is a "believer" in Christianity, this may look innocent on the surface. It's just a "religious faith", isn't it? Like any other faith?

On the deeper spiritual level however, what is someone? One has accepted the moral, spiritual, and supernal connection towards what? A jewish historical symbol.

Where did the myth of "Christianity" take place? In the Middle East, and in places like Nazareth. Whom did primarily do this whole intra-racial feud of jews concern? Jews fighting other jews, and their observations on traditional jewish scripture of the time.

What does it mean to be a "Christian"? It means to long for the return of a make believe jew from thousands of years ago, and follow dictates about how one is to live his life, based on the life of this jew. One is expected to live as a servant to this jew soul and spirit, until it "Returns".

What is the affirmation to "Christianity"? A surrender of the mind and soul to this jewish program.

What is the hope of a "Christian"? To go to a heaven filled with jews, and be a servant to jews up there for all eternity.

What does this "return" entail? The Apocalypse [jewish book] explains it succinctly: That a jew will come who will unite israel, slay all non jews and general sinners, and permanently destroy all orders, governments, and rally people into a gulag situation where they are judged based on...Their loyalties to the jew himself.

Makes you wonder if the jews are right when they ridicule Gentiles in this way, since, what Gentiles call their "Religion" now, is nothing but taking a side on a debate between one jew [Christos] and his tribe, and sort of like pussies hiding behind one jew, hoping it will punish his own tribe. An ancient "Ben Saphiro or Bill Maher" is taking place. "Christian Anti-Semites" support Bill Maher, and Jews support "Ben Saphiro".
Behind the scenes these give the hands and pray the prayers from Deuteronomy [Oh, that is your bible, I am sorry] to bless Israel. They laugh at the goyim, and call it a day.

**What cultural idols sets one forth for themselves socially, as Christians?** Essentially, the life of a rebel jew [Rabbi Yeshu to the jews, or Christos to the people who were forcibly converted later], his 12 jewish disciples, and their war of earthly and heavenly conquest and genocidal murder against non-jews and their beliefs, summarized as "Devil Worship" and "Paganism" or just "Satanism" in the Bible, and the people as "Gentiles", a blanket term for those of no jewish descent.

These people they fought and proselytized against all were Gentiles, such as Greeks, Romans, and other White people of the time.

The Ancient Gods who presided over Gentiles and gave them superiority and control over their lands and race, are in the above context called "Demons". The primary power of opposition to jewish works, is called "Satan" which means enemy in Hebrew, and translates to "TRUTH" in the world's most ancient language such as Sanskrit.

**Why jews frown upon Christians?** Marcus Eli Ravage has the answer here. They laugh at the animal they have enslaved, and they ridicule its attempts and funny movements when it pretends it tries to mobilize against them. As Marcus Eli Ravage said, they always allow, push and promote Christian Anti-Semitism, for this particular reason: People mentally paralyzed by the hoax of xianity can never master the jew on the outside, as they have already collapsed from within.

There is no war taking place there, just a pig caught in a net [Christians in this case] leaving out sounds, while the jews laugh and ridicule it for being caught.

Somehow, believing in the above is ignored, and people claiming to be White or something, take the above system of jewish conquest and try to apply it to make corny claims that they try to save primarily White people, or other Gentiles from time to time.

They act surprised that this never works and never has worked. Since the sole application of Christianity within any political notion, only ends up, somehow, by the people believing it getting only temporary empty victories, getting back stabbed, getting re-ruled by jews, and eventually even if jews are pushed back in some sort of coincidental way, re-conquered in only a few years time: The
messages of love, open borders, and Jewish culture, suffocates any fake opposition created within the context.

The last card of the losing Jew has always been as such, a bolstering of "Christianity" before they are about to fall apart, as a means of "Opposition" to themselves. This repeated process has helped them survive centuries and centuries, and has served them really well. As Pope Leo said, "It has served us well, this myth of Christ".

It surmises to say that people who believe in this program and expect any progress in regards to Jews, are either stupid, are Jews themselves [and therefore cannot disassociate from "Christ" as a Jewish symbol on top of Gentiles], or just fools who are incapable of self-leadership before leading.

Do not whine for getting defeated and displaced, when you literally have the spirit of your enemies inside you, and do not act surprised and betrayed when this stabs you in the back. It's only meant to and designed to act that way.

Idiots have hoaxes like "Jesus" to thank for the complete domination of Jews on our world, and the complete incapability of people to assess this danger and effectively solve this issue for over 15 centuries. Christians are losers in front of the Jews, constantly losing, constantly getting overruled, constantly getting outsmarted, replaced and so forth.

It's time for radical change for those who truly want to have a soul and move forward from this problem, and this change is called Spiritual Satanism.
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